Source Density Apodisation: Image Artefact Suppression through Source Pitch Non-Uniformity.
Conventional ultrasound imaging probes typically comprise finite-sized arrays of periodically spaced transducer elements, which in the case of phased arrays can result in severe grating and side lobe artefacts. Whereas side lobes can be effectively suppressed through amplitude apodisation ("AmpA"), grating lobes arising from periodicity in transducer placement can only be suppressed by decreasing the element pitch, which is technologically challenging and costly. In this work, we present source density apodisation ("SDA") as an alternative apodisation scheme, where the spatial source density (and hence the element pitch) is varied across the imaging aperture. Using an all-optical ultrasound imaging setup capable of video-rate 2D imaging as well as dynamic and arbitrary reconfiguration of the source array geometry, we show both numerically and experimentally how SDA and AmpA are equivalent for large numbers of sources. For low numbers of sources, SDA is shown to yield superior image quality as both side and grating lobes are effectively suppressed. In addition, we demonstrate how asymmetric SDA schemes can be used to locally and dynamically improve the image quality. Finally, we demonstrate how a non-smoothly varying spatial source density (such as that obtained for randomised arrays or in the presence of source positioning uncertainty or inaccuracy) can yield severe image artefacts. The application of SDA can thus yield high image quality even for low channel counts, which can ultimately result in higher imaging frame rates using acquisition systems of reduced complexity.